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Our colleague, Professor Joe Feller of the Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law at Arizona State University was well-known and well-regarded in the community of environmental and natural resources law professors. He stood out for the quality of his scholarship, as well as his active and helpful participation in our community and his community at large. Tragically, a car struck and killed Professor Feller on the evening of April 8, 2013, while he was returning home from work.

Joe had been the inspiration for a natural resources law teachers conference scheduled for the following month in Flagstaff, Arizona. Following that conference, Professors Appel and Squillace conversed and agreed that one of many suitable tributes to Joe would be to arrange to publish one of the last articles that Joe drafted. The subject was wilderness. Professor Squillace received the Article in draft with Joe’s request that Squillace make comments on it. Professor Appel—who had never met Joe in person but had spoken to him on the phone and had exchanged emails several times with him—received the Article in draft because the Article directly and pointedly critiques some of Appel’s own work. Despite his near-complete rejection of Appel’s arguments, Joe nevertheless suggested that, as the Article matured with revision, he and Appel could be co-authors on the piece. Appel responded in a lengthy email, which is reproduced after the main body of the Article. Unfortunately, that collaboration or friendly debate never occurred. Nevertheless, the offer to co-author the Article is a striking testament to Joe’s generosity, willingness to cooperate, and his
focused dedication to get the answer to a problem right. As those who have delved in the law know, getting the right answer is not as easy as it sounds.

As the reader will see, this Article involves important issues regarding wilderness specifically and federal environmental litigation generally. Despite the fact that it does not represent Joe’s finished thoughts on the subject, we nevertheless believe that this Symposium issue of Environmental Law offers an ideal forum for this fine piece of scholarship. With the generous agreement of the journal’s editors, as well as the permission of Joe’s family and his community at ASU Law, we present this Article to join its rightful place in the legal literature about wilderness.

A note on editing: Because we wanted this Article to represent Joe’s views and not our own, we have taken a very light touch in editing this Article. We have taken the liberty to correct typographical errors and citations to conform to the Bluebook and to Environmental Law’s style guidelines. Where we believed that a thought needed expansion or clarification, we have done so and noted the emendation in square brackets. We tried to channel Joe as best as we could to keep these thoughts in the spirit of Joe’s thinking, not our own.

In closing, we wish to express deepest gratitude once again to Professor Joe Feller’s family for granting us permission to reproduce Professor Feller’s Article posthumously. We hope that this serves as a fitting tribute and memorial to the life of a great scholar, passionate advocate, good friend, and all-around mensch.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In March of 2010, there appeared in the Stanford Environmental Law Journal an empirical study of litigation between private parties and the federal government over management and use of federal wilderness areas. Entitled Wilderness and the Courts,1 the study included a few different types of cases: judicial review of administrative decisions by the federal agencies that manage wilderness areas,2 tort and takings claims against these same agencies arising from such management, and criminal prosecutions for violations of the Wilderness Act of 19643 and related statutes. While the results of the study may have warmed the hearts—or confirmed the views—of wilderness advocates and other environmentalists, they were likely alarming to wilderness opponents and to students of the relationship between administrative agencies, courts, and the body politic.

The study, by Professor Peter Appel of the University of Georgia, classified wilderness related cases into two categories.4 In the first category, which Professor Appel called suits seeking “more protection,” were “cases in which the challenge [against a federal agency] was brought by an environmental organization seeking greater protection for fewer uses within a wilderness area.”5 In the second category, labeled “less protection” suits, were “cases in which a plaintiff sought more uses within a wilderness area or more protection for private rights within a wilderness area.”6 The study revealed a striking imbalance between the courts’ reception of these two types of suits: Environmentalists won about half (52%) of their cases against the federal government, while those asserting private rights or more freedom to use wilderness areas won only about one in seven (14%) of their cases.7 Professor Appel conceded that several alternative explanations of the data were possible and called for further research,8 but stated:

The foregoing evidence suggests that, in the context of protecting wilderness areas, courts are not acting as much like courts as one would predict from the doctrines of deference that apply in these cases. An implication of this suggestion is that, in this context, judges behave more like policy makers than neutral arbiters.9

Professor Appel was not the first to use tallies of victories and defeats to divine the influence of judges’ ideologies on their decisions, or to measure the degree of judicial deference—or lack thereof—to the expertise and

---

1 Peter A. Appel, Wilderness and the Courts, 29 STAN. ENVTL. L.J. 62 (2010).
2 Federal wilderness areas are managed by four different federal agencies: the U.S. Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management, the National Park Service, and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. Id. at 70.
4 Appel, supra note 1.
5 Id. at 112.
6 Id. at 112–13.
7 Id. at 113.
8 Id. at 119.
9 Id.
policy judgments of administrative agencies, or to reach conclusions about the extent to which such agencies are, or are not, conforming their decisions to the dictates of the law. Several studies have examined the success rate of court challenges to agency decisions as a function of several variables, including, among other things: time; whether the agency decision reflected a new or old, or consistent or inconsistent interpretation of a statute; and the substantive content of the agency decisions. The results of these studies have been presented as evidence for or against temporal trends in agency compliance with statutory requirements or in the degree of judicial deference to agencies, for or against various models of judicial review of agency action, and for or against ideological biases on the part of judges.

Unfortunately, some of these studies suffer from a methodological flaw that renders them at best suspect and at worst meaningless. That flaw is the implicit assumption that the cases that are presented to the courts for decision represent an unbiased sample of federal administrative agency actions. Under this implicit assumption, for example, a decrease over time in the success rate of anti-agency litigation is taken as evidence that agencies are increasingly compliant with the law or that courts are increasingly deferential to agencies. Under the same implicit assumption, a difference in success rate depending on the substantive content of the decisions under review is taken as evidence of judicial bias.

In fact, however, courts see a highly selected sample of federal agency decisions. The selection is performed not by the courts themselves but by the affected parties who choose whether or not to seek review of the decisions. This selection is likely to have a substantial, and in some cases overwhelming, effect on the success rate of such litigation. For example, if the number of affected parties who are ready, willing, and able to bring agencies to court changes over time, then the success rate of such litigation will also change over time. More specifically, the more parties there are with

12 See Kerr, supra note 10, at 1.
14 As was stated regarding a similar flaw in studies of jury verdicts, "For the rate of plaintiff verdicts to be an accurate measure of the influence of a legal standard, of judicial or jury attitudes, or of the substantive fairness of any adjudicatory process, litigated disputes must be representative of the entire class of underlying disputes." George L. Priest & Benjamin Klein, The Selection of Disputes for Litigation, 13 J. LEGAL STUD. 1, 4 (1984).
15 See, e.g., Schuck & Elliott, supra note 10, at 1009 (stating "[o]utcomes in the reviewing courts are a function of (at least) two variables—how much courts are demanding, and how well agencies are conforming to the dictates of the law.").
the resources and motivation to file lawsuits challenging agency action, the more likely it may be that such lawsuits will be filed even when the prospects for success are limited. And the more low-odds challenges to agency actions are brought to court, the higher will be the affirmance-reversal ratio. Similarly, if parties on one side of an ideological divide are more likely to litigate than are their ideological opponents, then a differential success rate depending on the substantive content of agency decisions may simply reflect the greater tendency of the former than the latter to seek judicial review of adverse agency decisions even when their chance of success is uncertain or unlikely.

In the area of private litigation seeking monetary damages—e.g., torts or contract disputes—substantial empirical and theoretical work suggests that the selection by plaintiffs—or potential plaintiffs—of which cases to take to trial and which to settle is the dominant factor influencing the plaintiffs’ success rate in those cases that do proceed to trial. In other words, the ratio of plaintiffs’ verdicts to defendants’ verdicts tells us more about plaintiffs’ strategic choices than it does about the substance of legal rules, the attitudes or biases of judges or juries, or the propensity of Americans to commit torts or breach contracts. Similar research in criminal law reveals that the conviction-acquittal ratio in criminal trials is largely determined by prosecutors’ choices as to which cases to try, which cases to plea bargain, and which cases to walk away from.

Surprisingly, empirical studies of judicial review of administrative agency actions have largely overlooked the influence of parties’ selection of which agency actions to challenge and which to let stand, either ignoring this factor altogether or treating it as an aside. However, as will be elaborated in this Article, there is no reason to believe that such selection is any less at work in judicial review of agency actions than it is in private damages litigation or criminal prosecutions, and there is some reason to believe it is even more so.

This Article has two objectives. First, I would like to show that the suggestion that courts may be biased in favor of more protection of wilderness areas might not be justified; Professor Appel’s data can easily be explained by the differing selection mechanisms at work in the two types of cases he studied. Second, I hope to encourage others to further investigate the selective forces at work in other areas of judicial review of administrative action. Administrative action encompasses such a broad range of subjects and interests that it is unlikely that a single model can encompass all of them. Some administrative agencies, such as the Social

---

16 See, e.g., Priest & Klein, supra note 14, at 4.
18 The only study to have explicitly noted plaintiffs’ case selection as a major explanatory factor was, ironically, one of the earliest published studies. See Kent & Pendergrass, supra note 10, at 14 (noting that “[o]ne possible explanation [of the high success rate of environmental organizations in litigation under the National Environmental Policy Act] is that, partly because of these economic limits, environmental groups [choose] the cases they litigate very carefully”).
Security Administration, award or deny monetary benefits to individuals, and it may well be that the dynamics driving parties to accept or seek review of such decisions are the same as those driving parties in private damages litigation. Other agencies, such as those managing federal wilderness areas that were the object of Professor Appel's investigation, make decisions that may be of concern to thousands or even millions of people, yet have direct economic impact on only a few, or even no, individuals. The dynamics driving individuals or organizations to seek review of these agencies' decisions are likely much different than for agencies disbursing economic benefits and are likely to be highly asymmetric depending on the nature of the interests involved.

Part II of this Article briefly reviews several empirical studies of judicial review of administrative agency action that have been published over the last three decades and then describes in greater detail the most recently published study, that of Professor Appel concerning wilderness litigation.

Part III reviews the leading quantitative model of private damages litigation, that of Priest and Klein, that has attempted to show how plaintiffs' selection of which cases to litigate determines their success rate in those cases that do proceed to judgment. While the Priest-Klein model cannot be directly applied to nonmonetary litigation, I extract from this model the qualitative dynamics that can be so applied and suggest a very crude variation of the model that gives some indication of how public interest organizations' choices may determine their success rate in challenging administrative agency decisions.

Part IV argues that criminal prosecution, where prosecutors must allocate limited resources by selecting which cases to prosecute among a large universe of potential cases, is, at least in some circumstances, a better analogue to public interest organizations' judicial challenges to administrative agencies' decisions than is private damages litigation. In criminal law, the legal burden of proof—beyond a reasonable doubt—is heavily weighted against the prosecution, yet prosecutors win upwards of 80% of their cases, demonstrating either 1) that judges and juries are tacitly ignoring the legal burden of proof, 2) that Americans are shockingly likely to commit crimes, or 3) that case selection by prosecutors significantly, and likely overwhelmingly, influences their success rate. While the first and second explanations cannot be ruled out, surely the third factor must be an

19 Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1010(d) (2006) (providing that regulations promulgated by the SSA "may provide for the suspension and termination of entitlement to benefits . . . as the Commissioner determines is appropriate").

20 See, e.g., Appel, supra note 1, at 116 (explaining that the Ninth Circuit disallows National Environmental Policy Act challenges for "those who wish to use NEPA . . . for other concerns such as economic effects of a proposed action").

21 Priest & Klein, supra note 14, at 1.

important one. Prosecutors do not prosecute randomly selected individuals; they prosecute those who they think they can convict. A recently developed quantitative model of prosecutorial decision making helps to explain how prosecutors’ budgets and strategies determine their conviction rate. I argue that a similar selection mechanism can explain why a public interest organization can have a high success rate in challenging federal administrative agencies even if such agencies usually follow the law and even if courts are usually deferential to agency decisions.

Part V revisits Professor Appel’s study of wilderness litigation and examines the nature and interests of the private parties who have opposed the federal government in the cases that the study considered. That examination reveals an enormous difference between the government’s opponents in the “more protection” cases and those in the “less protection” cases. Ninety percent of the “more protection” cases involved national or regional nonprofit environmental organizations with an interest in many issues in many wilderness locations, while the vast majority of the “less protection” cases were brought by individuals or businesses with an interest in a single issue or group of issues in a single wilderness area. I argue that the differences in resources and incentives between these two groups of litigators lead to differing litigation choices that can explain why the former has a substantially greater success rate than the latter. For this reason, Professor Appel’s conclusion that there may be a judicial bias in favor of wilderness protection is unjustified.

Part VI considers the application of the models discussed in Parts III and IV to the cases in Professor Appel’s study. I argue that the “more protection” cases are best modeled by the variation of the Priest-Klein model that I propose in Part III or by the criminal model described in Part IV. The “less protection” cases can also be described by a modified Priest-Klein model, but not by the criminal model. Finally, the last Part considers some of the other empirical studies of judicial review of administrative agency decisions and attempts to identify which are, and which are not, suspect because of their failure to consider the influences of plaintiffs’ choices as to which cases to litigate.

II. EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY ACTIONS

From the mid-1970s to the present, a series of empirical studies have attempted to measure, and analyze as a function of several variables, the rate of success of parties who have sought to use the courts to overturn decisions of federal administrative agencies.

---

24 See generally Rasmusen et al., supra note 17 (using two different models and empirical evidence to analyze the relationship between prosecution rates, conviction rates, and budgets).

25 See infra notes 186–87 and accompanying text.
A. Pre-Chevron Studies (1975–1986)

The first such published study, by Warner W. Gardner, appeared in the Columbia Law Review in 1975 and examined decisions of the United States Supreme Court and federal courts of appeals that were published in the 1974 calendar year. The study found that the Supreme Court affirmed agencies in twelve out of seventeen cases (71%). While acknowledging the small size of the sample, Gardner noted that this affirmance rate “offer[s] confirmation of the intuitions of the bar that the Supreme Court is disposed to accord considerable deference to the procedures and judgments of the administrative agency.” In the same year, Gardner found that the Courts of Appeals affirmed agency decisions in 330 out of 506 reported cases (65%). Despite this much larger sample size, Gardner concluded “little is proved” by the 65% affirmance rate, since “[o]ne would expect that the reviewing court would agree with the initial tribunal more often than not.” In treating judicial review as simply a second look at a sample of agency decisions, Gardner gave no consideration to the possibility that, because the sample was chosen by parties’ decisions to litigate, it was a highly selective, and possibly quite biased, sample.

The next similar study concerned the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and was published in 1986 by Paul G. Kent and John A. Pendergrass. Kent and Pendergrass identified 1,067 reported federal cases where plaintiffs had challenged agency decisions on NEPA grounds. Analysis of these cases revealed, among other things, “that plaintiffs have generally been less successful in the 1980's than the 1970's” and that environmental organizations and state governments had a higher success rate than business groups, local governments, or property owners. Kent and Pendergrass attributed the overall declining success rate to agencies' increasing willingness and ability to comply with NEPA as their experience with the statute increased. With regard to the environmental groups’ better performance than others, Kent and Pendergrass gave a nod to the possible role of differential selectivity: “Environmental groups do very well, yet generally have fewer economic resources available than business groups or certain property owner groups. One possible explanation is that, partly because of these economic limits, environmental groups chose [sic] the cases they litigate very carefully.”

27 Id. at 805, 819.
28 Id. at 804.
29 Id. at 805.
30 Id. at 820.
32 Kent & Pendergrass, supra note 10.
33 Id. at 12.
34 Id. at 13–14.
35 Id. at 14.
36 Id.

The Supreme Court’s 1984 decision in *Chevron, USA v. Natural Resources Defense Council*,\(^\text{37}\) triggered a series of empirical studies of judicial review of decisions by federal administrative agencies. The *Chevron* case required a reviewing court to defer to an agency’s interpretation of an ambiguous statute so long as that interpretation is “permissible” or “reasonable,” rather than “simply impos[ing the court’s] own construction on the statute.”\(^\text{38}\) A number of empirical scholars attempted to ascertain the nature and extent of *Chevron*’s impact on judicial decisions and the extent to which judges were, or were not, heeding its command.

The first such study was published in 1990 by two Yale law professors, Peter H. Schuck and E. Donald Elliott, one of whom, Elliott, was also serving at the time as General Counsel of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).\(^\text{39}\) Schuck and Elliott examined several thousand reported federal cases reviewing the decisions of dozens of different federal administrative agencies.\(^\text{40}\) Schuck and Elliott attempted, among other things, to test the accuracy of the widespread belief “that judicial review of administrative action was deferential in the 1960s, that it became more stringent during the ‘hard look’ era in the 1970s, and then settled back to a moderately deferential stance during the 1980s.”\(^\text{41}\) They found that, contrary to this belief, their data showed:

> a long-term trend toward increasing rates of affirmances by courts in administrative law cases, from 55.1% in 1965, to 60.6% in 1975, to 76.6% in 1984–85. There are corresponding decreases in the rates of reversals and remands. These data contradict the conventional wisdom, which would predict a higher rate of reversals and remands in 1975 than in 1965 or 1984–85. Based on an analysis of the opinions published in the *Federal Reporter*, we were prepared to conclude that the conventional wisdom was wrong.\(^\text{42}\)

Schuck and Elliott concluded that either courts were steadily becoming more deferential to agency decisions or the agencies were becoming better at “conforming to the dictates of the law.”\(^\text{43}\) They then went on to discuss why parties continued to challenge administrative agencies in court despite their apparently low chances of success.\(^\text{44}\) Schuck and Elliott did not, however, consider the possibility that parties’ decisions about whether to litigate might be determining, rather than responding to, the success rate.

---


\(^{38}\) *Id.* at 842–44.

\(^{39}\) Schuck & Elliott, *supra* note 10, at 984.

\(^{40}\) *Id.* at 989 n.13.

\(^{41}\) *Id.* at 1007.

\(^{42}\) *Id.* at 1007–08.

\(^{43}\) *Id.* at 1009–10.

\(^{44}\) *Id.* at 1011–13.
Schuck and Elliott also found a marked difference between agencies in the plaintiffs' success rate. They conclude that one group of agencies—the Merit Systems Protection Board, the Immigration and Naturalization Service, the Patent and Trademark Office, and “Other Departments”—enjoyed a much higher rate of affirmance by the courts than did another group, comprising health and environmental agencies, other “regulatory” agencies, and the Department of Labor. They infer that the “data suggest (though they certainly do not prove) that agencies may be less likely to be affirmed in cases that involve broad policy questions and multiple parties . . . as opposed to cases that involve only individual litigants.” They briefly mention that the explanation for this differential rate of affirmance may reflect a number of factors, including “different incentives to litigate [and] different kinds of litigation adversaries.” I will attempt to show below that case selection by these agencies’ adversaries is likely to be an overwhelmingly influential explanatory factor.

In 1997, Professor Richard Revesz of New York University became the first to empirically study the impact of judges’ political ideology on their tendency to affirm or overturn decisions of administrative agencies. Looking at review of EPA decisions by the District of Columbia Circuit from the 1970s through the early 1990s, and using the political party of the appointing President as a proxy for the political leaning of each judge on the circuit, Professor Revesz found that, in the 1980s and the 1990s, Republican appointees were significantly more likely than Democratic appointees to overturn EPA decisions at the behest of polluting industries, whereas Democrats were significantly more likely than Republicans to overturn EPA at the behest of environmental organizations.

Looking at a broader range of agencies and courts over a narrower time period, Orin Kerr also found a link between judges’ party affiliations and their willingness to overturn the decisions of administrative agencies. In an examination of the affirmance rate of administrative agencies in decisions published by the federal courts of appeals in 1995 and 1996, Kerr found that judges appointed by Democratic presidents were more likely than Republican appointees to side with applicants for economic entitlement benefits in challenges to the denial of such benefits and with immigrants in immigration appeals. He also found, conversely, that Republican-appointed judges were more likely than Democrats to overturn economic regulatory decisions dealing with commerce, trade, and taxes. Kerr found little

---

45 Id. at 1021.
46 Id.
47 Id. at 1022–23.
48 Id. at 1023.
49 See discussion infra Part V.
51 Id. at 1738–39.
52 See Kerr, supra note 10, at 39.
53 Id. at 38–39.
54 Id. at 39–40.
support in his data for the “contextual model” that posits that the chances of judicial acceptance of an agency’s construction of a statute depends on whether the construction is consistent or inconsistent with the agency’s previous application of the same statute, how long the agency has adhered to the same construction, and how closely contemporaneous the interpretation is with the passage of the statute.\footnote{Id. at 31–35.} He also found little evidence that rates of affirmance were influenced by judges’ philosophies of statutory construction—the “interpretive model.”\footnote{Id. at 43.}

The conclusion of Revesz and Kerr that judges’ propensity to overturn agency decision is significantly influenced by their political ideologies was challenged in a 2001 analysis by University of Akron Professor William Jordan.\footnote{See Jordan, supra note 10, at 47–48.} Jordan, like Revesz, looked exclusively at decisions by the District of Columbia Circuit reviewing actions of EPA.\footnote{Id. at 48.} Breaking down decisions by individual legal issues rather than simply overall victory or defeat by the challengers, and separating cases that present “policy[making] opportunities” from those presenting technical or procedural issues,\footnote{Id. at 50.} Jordan found little tendency for Democratic appointees to side more with environmentalists than with industries or for Republican appointees to do the opposite.\footnote{Id. at 98–100.}

Weighing in favor of the influence of ideology in judicial review of agency action was a larger study conducted by Professors Thomas J. Miles and Cass R. Sunstein of the University of Chicago and published in 2006.\footnote{See Miles & Sunstein, supra note 10.} Miles and Sunstein reviewed all published decisions of the federal courts of appeals reviewing actions by EPA or National Labor Relations Board—253 decisions in all.\footnote{Id. at 825.} They classified each agency decision under review as “liberal” or “conservative” depending on the nature of the party challenging the decision.\footnote{Id. at 830–31.} Where the plaintiff opposing the agency decision was an industrial corporation or association of such corporations, the decision was classified as “liberal;” agency decisions challenged by public interest organizations or labor unions were classified as “conservative.”\footnote{Id.} Miles and Sunstein found a significant connection between judges’ political affiliations and a differential tendency to affirm liberal or conservative agency decisions.\footnote{Id. at 870–71.} Democratic appointees were more likely to affirm liberal agency decisions than to affirm conservative ones; Republican appointees were more likely to affirm conservative decisions.\footnote{Id.}
C. The Appel Study (2010)

In March 2010, Professor Peter Appel of the University of Georgia published the first empirical study of litigation under the Wilderness Act of 1964 and subsequent legislation designating wilderness areas on federal public lands. The Wilderness Act created the National Wilderness Preservation System and prescribed the principles and rules governing the use and management of wilderness areas within that system. The Wilderness Act generally instructs agencies managing wilderness areas to “preserve [their] wilderness character” and specifically prohibits, with some exceptions, roads, commercial enterprises, motor vehicles and other forms of “mechanical transport,” motorized equipment, motorboats, the landing of aircraft, and “structure[s] or installation[s]” within such areas.

Under the Wilderness Act, only Congress can designate particular areas of federal public land for inclusion in the wilderness system. The Wilderness Act designated approximately nine million acres of land in fifty-four units on National Forests in thirteen states as the initial components of the system. The Wilderness Act instructed the Secretary of Agriculture to review additional areas in the National Forests and make recommendations to the President, who in turn was to make recommendations to Congress, as to which areas were suitable for addition to the system. The Wilderness Act also instructed the Secretary of the Interior to review roadless lands in National Parks and National Wildlife Refuges and make recommendations, through the President to Congress, as to their suitability or unsuitability for designation as wilderness. The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) extended the wilderness system to include lands managed by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and instructed the Secretary of the Interior to review roadless BLM lands for their suitability for designation as wilderness. Numerous subsequent acts of Congress, acting

\[\text{68} \quad \text{See generally Appel, supra note 1.}
\[\text{69} \quad \text{See Wilderness Act of 1964, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1131–1136 (2006).}
\[\text{70} \quad \text{Id. § 1133(b).}
\[\text{71} \quad \text{Id. § 1133(c).}
\[\text{72} \quad \text{Id. § 1131(a).}
\[\text{73} \quad \text{Wilderness Institute, The Beginnings of the National Wilderness Preservation System, http://www.wilderness.net/NWPS/fastfacts (last visited Apr. 12, 2014).}
\[\text{74} \quad \text{16 U.S.C. § 1132(b) (2006).}
\[\text{75} \quad \text{Id. § 1132(c).}
\[\text{76} \quad \text{43 U.S.C. §§ 1701–1782 (2006).}
\[\text{77} \quad \text{Id. § 1782(a).}
either pursuant to or in some cases without recommendations by the executive branch, have expanded the National Wilderness Preservation System to its current size of over 109 million acres, comprising 757 individual wilderness areas in forty-four states and Puerto Rico. Most of these 757 units are subject to the same protective statutory restrictions as the first wilderness areas created by the Wilderness Act itself in 1964. However, in Designating additions to the system, Congress has occasionally exercised its power to include special provisions altering those restrictions as applied to the newly designated areas.

The 1964 Wilderness Act and subsequent legislation Designating additional wilderness areas have generated a slow but steady trickle of litigation, which, after nearly a half-century, has accumulated a substantial body of case law. In his study, Professor Appel searched for all reported federal court decisions referring to the Wilderness Act, and then eliminated cases in which the Wilderness Act was mentioned only incidentally. To avoid double counting, Professor Appel bundled together multiple reported decisions in the same case (such as a reported appeals court decision affirming or reversing a reported trial court decision) unless the decisions addressed different issues. After this winnowing, he was left with a sample of ninety-four “principal” reported cases, or an average of just over two cases per year from 1965 through 2009.

In all of these ninety-four cases a nonfederal party was pitted against the United States or a federal agency, but the cases involved many different substantive issues in a variety of procedural settings. The greatest number, about half, were suits for judicial review of decisions by the four federal land management agencies that administer wilderness areas—National Park Service, U.S. Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management, and U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service—to undertake, allow, disallow, or limit particular activities in the wilderness areas that they manage. Other types of cases

---


80 Wilderness Institute, supra note 73. These 109 million acres comprise approximately 43.9 million acres (40% of the total) in National Parks, 36.2 million acres (33%) in National Forests, 20.7 million acres (19%) in National Wildlife Refuges and other areas managed by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, and 8.8 million acres (8%) of BLM lands. Wilderness Institute, Wilderness Statistics Reports, http://www.wilderness.net/NWPS/chart (select “Acreage by Agency”) (last visited Apr. 12, 2014).

81 See, e.g., ANILCA, 16 U.S.C. § 3170(a) (2006) (authorizing, under certain conditions, use of snowmobiles, aircraft, and motorboats in “conservation system units” in Alaska); id. § 3102(4) (defining “conservation system units” to include wilderness areas); Central Idaho Wilderness Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-312, § 5(d)(1), 94 Stat 948, 949 (allowing prospecting for and mining of cobalt and associated minerals within Idaho’s River of No Return Wilderness).

82 Appel, supra note 1, at 112 n.212.

83 Id. at 112 and text accompanying supra note 1.

84 See id.

85 See, e.g., Friends of Boundary Waters Wilderness v. Bosworth, 437 F.3d 815, 819–20 (8th Cir. 2006) (challenging Forest Service calculation of quotas for use of motorboats in the
included criminal prosecutions for violations of the Wilderness Act’s prohibitions,\textsuperscript{86} tort claims against the federal government for injuries suffered in wilderness areas,\textsuperscript{87} and “takings” claims by persons allegedly deprived of property rights by the Wilderness Act’s restrictions.\textsuperscript{88}

Professor Appel classified the cases in his sample into two categories.\textsuperscript{89} In the first category, which Professor Appel called suits seeking “greater protection,” were “cases in which the challenge was brought by an environmental organization seeking greater protection for or fewer uses within a wilderness area.”\textsuperscript{90} In the second category, labeled “less protection” suits, were “cases in which a plaintiff sought more uses within a wilderness area or more protection for private rights within a wilderness area.”\textsuperscript{91} This second category included the tort and takings claims as well as the criminal prosecutions, in which the “plaintiff” was not actually a plaintiff but rather a criminal defendant.\textsuperscript{92} Of the ninety-four cases in Professor Appel’s sample, fifty were “more protection” cases and forty-four were “less protection” cases.

Professor Appel found that the plaintiffs in “more protection” cases prevailed over the federal government 52% of the time (twenty-six out of fifty cases), while the government lost approximately 14% of the “less protection” cases (six out of forty-four).\textsuperscript{93} Another way of looking at the same data is that in the total of ninety-four cases, courts rendered restrictive “pro-wilderness” decisions—i.e., decisions upholding disallowances of wilderness-impairing uses or overturning allowances of such uses—sixty-four times (68% of the total) and rendered permissive “anti-wilderness” decisions—upholding allowances of uses, overturning disallowances of uses,
or sustaining tort or takings claims against the government—only thirty times (32% of the total).\(^{95}\)

Professor Appel finds in these data, evidence for a substantive bias on the part of the courts deciding these cases.\(^{96}\) He writes:

The foregoing evidence suggests that, in the context of protecting wilderness areas, courts are not acting as much like courts as one would predict from the doctrines of deference that apply in these cases. An implication of this suggestion is that, in this context, judges behave more like policy makers than neutral arbiters.\(^{97}\)

Professor Appel then goes on to consider several alternative explanations for what he calls this “one-way ratchet” in judicial review of wilderness management decisions.\(^{98}\) The alternative explanations he considers include the terms of the Wilderness Act itself,\(^{99}\) widespread support for wilderness protection among politicians as well as the public,\(^{100}\) a risk-averse judicial tendency to disallow activities that may have irreversible adverse impacts on wilderness values,\(^{101}\) superior attorneys representing pro-wilderness plaintiffs,\(^{102}\) and judicial correction of an anti-wilderness bias on the part of the agencies whose decisions are under review.\(^{103}\) For the most part, Professor Appel rejects these alternative explanations, although, with respect to the agency bias hypothesis, he concludes simply that it is a very difficult hypothesis to test.\(^{104}\)

One possible explanatory factor that Professor Appel does not discuss, and that the other studies of judicial review of administrative decisions also mostly overlook, is the choices made by private parties as to which cases to litigate and which not. If the pro-wilderness and anti-wilderness litigators are making different types of choices, such a difference might explain the variance in their success rates. Since such choices have been found to be an overwhelming factor influencing the success rates of plaintiffs in private damages litigation and prosecutors in criminal cases, we now turn to studies of these types of litigation.

III. Plaintiffs’ Choices in Private Damages Litigation

Outside the context of judicial review of administrative agencies, scholars of the judicial process have long recognized that plaintiffs’ decisions as to which cases to litigate are a determinative factor in any
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accounting of the rate of plaintiffs' success in those cases that are litigated.\textsuperscript{105} A significant amount of the research on the dynamics of the selection process has focused on private damages litigation,\textsuperscript{106} and the acknowledgements that such selection may also be a factor in judicial review of administrative agencies generally refer to that literature.\textsuperscript{107}

\textbf{A. The Priest-Klein Model}

In a pathbreaking article published in 1983, George Priest and Burton Klein developed a model to predict which cases would be tried and which would be settled.\textsuperscript{108} The model was built on the simple economic assumption that each party to a lawsuit will seek to maximize its expected monetary return—or minimize its expected loss.\textsuperscript{109} For this reason, it is not directly applicable to suits for review of administrative agency decisions where both the plaintiff, often a nonprofit organization, and the defendant, a government agency, are likely to be motivated by factors other than monetary gain or loss.\textsuperscript{110} Nonetheless, the model is worth considering here, because some of its qualitative features, though not necessarily its quantitative predictions, are likely to have broader application.

According to the Priest-Klein model, the choice between litigation and settlement depends on whether the defendant is economically motivated to offer an amount in settlement that will be more economically attractive to the plaintiff than a judgment at trial.\textsuperscript{111} A plaintiff will proceed to trial when the plaintiff's expected economic return from a trial exceeds the economic return of a settlement, that is, when:

\[
E_p - C_p > M,
\]

where $E_p$ is the plaintiffs' observed probability of victory times the expected amount of judgment, $C_p$ is the plaintiffs' expected cost of trial, and $M$ is the maximum amount the defendant is willing to offer in settlement.\textsuperscript{112} Where the amount of damages is fixed, and the trial will result in a simple "yes" or "no" decision, $E_p$ will simply be the predetermined amount of damages times the
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plaintiffs’ estimation of his own chance of victory. The maximum amount that a defendant would be willing to offer in settlement would be the defendants’ expected economic loss from a trial:

\[ M = E_d + C_d, \]

where \( E_d \) is the defendants’ expectation value of the judgment—defendants’ estimate of plaintiffs’ chance of victory times amount of damages—and \( C_d \) is the defendant’s expected cost of trial. Thus, under the model, a case will proceed to trial only when

\[ E_p - C_p > E_d + C_d \]

or

\[ E_p - E_d > C_p + C_d. \]

In other words, the only cases that will be tried are those in which the parties’ expectations of the outcome of a trial differ by an amount greater than the total cost to the parties of the trial—\( C_p + C_d \). This prediction makes intuitive sense. Where the parties’ expectations of the outcome of a trial are the same, there is no point in having the trial; they will settle for an amount close to their mutual expectation. Where both parties expect the plaintiff to fare poorly at trial, the amount of the settlement will be small; where both parties expect the plaintiff to do well at trial, the settlement amount will be large. Only cases where the parties’ expectations differ substantially are likely to be tried.

Each party’s expected outcome at trial can be expressed as that party’s estimate of the probability of a plaintiff’s victory times the amount that the party stands to gain or lose from such a victory:

\[ E_p = P_p (J_p); E_d = P_d (J_d), \]

where \( P_p \) represents the plaintiff’s estimate of the likelihood that he will succeed at trial, \( P_d \) is the defendant’s estimate of the plaintiff’s likelihood of success, \( J_p \) is the amount that plaintiff stands to gain from a trial victory, and \( J_d \) is the amount that the defendant stands to lose. The parties will proceed to trial only when:

\[ P_p (J_p) - P_d (J_d) > C_p + C_d. \]

In the simplest case, where only money damages are at stake, \( J_p = J_d \), that is, the amount that the plaintiff stands to gain from a trial victory is the same as the amount that the defendant stands to lose, namely, the amount of
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damages. As Priest and Klein recognized, however, the parties may have more at stake than just the amount of damages.\textsuperscript{116} For example, if the defendant is a corporation facing many potential similar lawsuits, a loss in one lawsuit may set a precedent that will adversely affect the corporation’s position in future cases. Or a loss in, say, a product liability case, may adversely affect future sales of that product.

To clarify the dependence of the likelihood of litigation on the shared expectations, as well as the differing expectations, of the parties, Priest and Klein reexpressed $P_p$, $J_p$, $P_d$, and $J_d$ in terms of the averages of, and the differences between, $P_p$ and $P_d$ and $J_p$ and $J_d$:

\[
P = \frac{P_p + P_d}{2}; \quad P = P_p - P_d
\]

and

\[
J = \frac{J_p + J_d}{2}; \quad J = J_d - J_p. \textsuperscript{117}
\]

Using these new variables, the condition for litigation can be rewritten as:

\[
P_p - P_d > C / J + P ( J / J).
\]

If $J$ is positive—that is, if the defendant stands to lose more from a plaintiff’s victory than the plaintiff stands to gain—then the magnitude of the right-hand side of the inequality will increase as $P$, the average of the parties’ expectations of the likelihood of a plaintiff’s victory, increases. Therefore, in situations where the defendant has more at stake than the plaintiff, and all other things being equal, one would expect the likelihood of a case proceeding to trial would decrease as the plaintiff’s likelihood of success increases. Thus, according to Priest and Klein, “where the stakes are greater to defendants than to plaintiffs, relatively more defendant than plaintiff victories ought to be observed in disputes that are litigated. The results are reversed where the stakes are greater for the plaintiff.”\textsuperscript{118}

\[\text{B. Application of the Priest-Klein Model to Judicial Review of Agency Decisions}\]

What are the implications of the Priest-Klein model, developed for private damages litigation, for cases of judicial review of environmental agency decisions? At first glance, it may appear that the two types of cases have little in common. In a typical environmental review case, an industry association or an environmental public interest organization does not seek money damages but rather seeks to overturn a rule or other decision of the

\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Id.} at 24.
\textsuperscript{117} \textit{Id.} at 25.
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agency. The association or organization ostensibly exists to promote the interests of its members, not to maximize its own economic gain. Settlement may be possible, but any settlement will typically take the form of a commitment by the agency to reconsider, revoke, or revise the decision, not a cash offer. In principle, one could imagine quantifying in monetary terms the values to the organization or its members of a victory or a settlement and assume that the organization compares those values in deciding whether to proceed to litigation. But such quantification would be extraordinarily difficult and of dubious value in attempting to explain the complex of political, social, economic, bureaucratic, and legal factors that motivate an administrative agency’s decisions. Thus, the assumption that plaintiffs’ and defendants’ decisions are determined by simple quantitative comparison of the costs and benefits of litigation and settlement, which is the foundation of Priest and Klein’s model, is not readily applied to environmental administrative agencies and the organizations that sue them.

Nonetheless, the qualitative conclusion—that where plaintiffs have more “at stake” than defendants, one ought to expect more plaintiffs’ than defendants’ victories in litigated cases—may apply to judicial review of environmental agency decisions. To determine whether this is so, requires consideration of the dynamics underlying the last equation above. In the Priest-Klein model, the settle/litigate decision is driven by the competing forces of the defendant’s fear, and the plaintiff’s hope, of the outcome of a trial. The former force determines the amount that the defendant is willing to offer in settlement; the latter force determines the amount that the plaintiff will demand. Both forces increase as the likelihood of the plaintiff’s victory at trial (in the estimation of the parties) increases. That is why, when the stakes for both sides are equal, the settle/litigate decision depends only on the difference between the parties’ estimates of the plaintiff’s chances of victory. Cases where both parties believe the plaintiff is likely to win are no more likely to be settled than cases where both parties give the
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plaintiff a slim chance. When the stakes are unequal, however, the dynamics change. If the defendant has more at stake, then, as the odds of a plaintiff's victory increase, the defendant's interest in settlement, and hence his settlement offer, will increase more rapidly than the plaintiff's expected return from a trial, and hence her settlement demand. Thus, the greater the plaintiff's likelihood of trial success, the more likely a settlement will be. Cases that go to trial will tend to be those where the plaintiff's likelihood of success is least. Conversely, if the plaintiff has more at stake, then, as the plaintiff's chances of victory increase, the plaintiff's expected return from a trial, and hence her settlement demand, will increase more rapidly than the defendant's settlement offer. Thus, the greater the plaintiff's likelihood of success, the less likely a settlement will be. In this situation, the cases that go to trial will tend to be those where the plaintiff's likelihood of success is greatest.

In short, where the defendant has the most at stake, the defendant's interests will drive the settlement/trial dynamics predominantly and defendants will tend to avoid trying cases where they expect the plaintiff to win. Where the plaintiff has the most at stake, the plaintiff's interests will drive the dynamics predominantly, and plaintiffs will tend to choose to try the cases where they expect to win.

How, if at all, do these dynamics translate to judicial review of agency decisions? First, one must identify the counterpart of a “dispute” in the administrative review context. Priest and Klein define a “dispute” as “any occasion in which a plaintiff asserts a claim for some injury against a defendant.” If one identifies the agency as the defendant and the potential challenger of the agency's final decision as the plaintiff, it becomes apparent that there are multiple points at which one might deem a “dispute” to have arisen. The simplest definition is that a dispute arises when an agency makes a final decision and an affected party, dissatisfied with the decision, considers seeking judicial review of the decision. However, a strong...
argument could be made that this simple definition overlooks much of the dynamics that precede the issuance of the agency’s decision. An agency’s interaction with affected parties generally begins long before the agency renders a final decision that is reviewable in court. In a rulemaking proceeding, for example, the doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies requires potential litigants to present their “claims” to an agency, in the form of comments on a proposed rule, before the agency issues a final rule. More generally, interested parties often express their interests, desires, and legal arguments to agencies in an ongoing process of communication—which may include letters, petitions, phone calls, personal contacts, and meetings—that may extend for years or even decades before the agency renders a decision on a particular matter.

Therefore, the agency’s decision could be seen not as the beginning of a dispute but rather as a sort of settlement offer attempting to resolve a long ongoing dispute. Acceptance of this offer, however, requires no affirmative act. Rather, a party “accepts” the offer simply by doing nothing further, thereby allowing the decision to go into effect unchallenged. The party can “decline” the offer by going to court for judicial review of the agency’s decision. Settlement, in the conventional sense of settling a lawsuit after it has been filed, may still occur after a party takes the agency to court, but the universe of “settled” cases should be understood to include the—potentially much larger—class of cases where an interested party simply chooses to walk away rather than taking the agency to court.

If an agency’s final decision is conceptually equated with a settlement offer, it is best analogized with a final, bottom line, “take it or leave it” offer rather than a step in an ongoing process of negotiation. While agencies generally have power to revisit and revoke or revise their final decisions, and sometimes exercise that power in order to settle judicial challenges to those decisions, an agency’s short-term likelihood of changing course voluntarily decreases drastically once it has issued a final decision for at least four reasons. First, unlike a tort or a breach of contract that may have occurred inadvertently, or without consideration of its legal consequences, an agency’s final decision generally represents the culmination of a process in which the agency, at least to some extent, heard and considered the
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evidence and arguments of interested parties and considered the possibility that one of those same parties might bring the agency to court if dissatisfied with the result.\textsuperscript{138} Therefore, it may be relatively unlikely that the agency will learn anything postdecision that would cause it to change course. Second, there are generally substantial procedural barriers to such a change of course.\textsuperscript{139} To take again the example of a rulemaking, in order to revise a final rule an agency must, at a minimum, re-initiate the rulemaking process by publishing a new proposed rule and accompanying rationale,\textsuperscript{140} take, consider, and respond to public comments on the new proposed rule,\textsuperscript{141} and publish a new final rule with accompanying rationale.\textsuperscript{142} It may also have to develop and publish new supporting documentation such as a new or supplemental Environmental Impact Statement,\textsuperscript{143} a Regulatory Impact Analysis,\textsuperscript{144} or an analysis under the Paperwork Reduction Act.\textsuperscript{145} All of these requirements create a substantial disincentive for an agency to adjust its action in order to settle a case. Third, an agency can often expect substantial political fallout from a last minute change of course. If the issue before the agency is of any interest to the press and the public, it may be difficult to explain why, having reached a final decision, the agency promptly decided to reverse that decision.\textsuperscript{146} Fourth and finally, when an agency changes course it can expect to face heightened judicial scrutiny if a court reviews its actions.\textsuperscript{147} Courts often look carefully at the reasons for a reversal and require that the agency provide an adequate explanation.\textsuperscript{148}

There are, however, three important distinctions between an administrative agency’s final—but judicially reviewable—decision and a final settlement offer in private litigation. First, if an interested party takes the agency to court, and loses, the losing party still gets the benefit of the “settlement”; i.e., the agency’s final decision, including whatever concessions to the unsuccessful plaintiff’s interests it may have included, will remain in effect.\textsuperscript{149} Second, the “settlement” itself will affect the plaintiff’s likelihood of
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success in litigation. Presumably, the more the agency’s final decision responds to the evidence and arguments presented by a party—either by refuting them or bending to them—the lower will be the same party’s chance of convincing a court that the decision was unlawful, unjustified, or unreasonable. Of course, where multiple parties with conflicting interests are involved, the agency’s bending to the will of one party—say an industry—may well increase the likelihood of a successful legal challenge by another party—say an environmental organization.

Finally, a third distinction between judicial challenges to agency decisions, particularly in the environmental field, and private damages litigation is that parties to the former are likely to be “repeat players” with a potential interest in challenging many such decisions but having limited resources to pursue such challenges. Such a party filing a lawsuit will incur not only the out-of-pocket costs of litigation but also an opportunity cost, which may be much larger, of other potential cases foregone. For this reason, such a party may be better analogized to a criminal prosecutor, allocating a limited staff and budget, than to a plaintiff in private damages litigation. Such an analogy will be developed in Part IV, for the meantime we will simply note that this opportunity cost may exist and may be large.

One can modify the Priest-Klein model to make a crude description reflecting the observations above. Assume that the value to an affected party of an agency’s, fixed, decision is D: D may be negative if the decision is harmful to the party. The party hopes that a trip to court will modify the agency’s decision to a more favorable decision with a value to the party of D, and a likelihood of success of P: D may be zero if the party hopes to simply nullify the decision. If the party fails in court—the likelihood of which is 1 – P—the party will be left with D. Litigation is in the party’s interest if the expectation value of litigation is greater than D, which is:

\[ P(D_p) + (1 - P) D - C - O > D, \]

where C is the out-of-pocket cost of the litigation and O is the opportunity cost of other litigation foregone. Solving for P:

\[ P > (C + O) / (D_p - D). \]

In other words, a rational plaintiff would look at the ratio of the total cost—direct plus opportunity—of litigation to the improvement in the party’s position, D, that would result from victory. Only if the likelihood of success exceeds that ratio would the plaintiff sue; otherwise the plaintiff would simply walk away, accepting D.

This crude model reflects the intuitive notion that a party, such as an environmental organization, with limited resources, and facing a large number of agency decisions that it might challenge, will be unlikely to
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pursue cases in which it has a small chance of success. For such an organization, the opportunity cost of bringing a lawsuit, O, will be large, and therefore the threshold that the organization’s likelihood of success must reach before it will sue will be large. On the other hand, if the opportunity cost is low, either because the organization is concerned with relatively few agency decisions or because it has ample resources, then the threshold will be lower, and the organization could be expected to bring some lawsuits in which its likelihood of success is relatively low.

IV. CRIMINAL TRIALS AS AN ALTERNATIVE ANALOGUE

The need to insert a loosely defined opportunity cost into the Priest-Klein model in order to adapt it to the administrative context suggests that it is not the best model for the purpose. A better model would more fully incorporate the dynamics of a party’s selection of which cases to pursue and which to simply walk away from when the party has limited resources.

Without attributing any nefarious character to administrative agencies or their decisions, one can still see how an organization’s selection of which agency decisions to litigate may be analogous to a prosecutor’s decision of which cases to prosecute. Like a prosecutor facing more alleged or suspected crimes than she has resources to prosecute, an advocacy organization with limited resources must choose from the universe of thousands of agency decisions those relatively few that it will take to court.

Criminal trials also demonstrate the overwhelming effect that a party’s selection can have on its success rate. In 2004, 79% of all federal criminal trials resulted in convictions.\textsuperscript{152} The conviction rate in state criminal trials is even higher.\textsuperscript{153} This conviction rate is remarkable, especially when one considers that the standard of proof in criminal cases—namely, beyond a reasonable doubt—is the most demanding of all judicial standards.\textsuperscript{154} Using the logic employed by some of the studies of judicial review of agency decisions, which took the affirmation rate as evidence of some combination of the degree of agency compliance with the law and the degree of judicial deference to agency discretion,\textsuperscript{155} one could only conclude that either a) the American public is extraordinarily inclined to violate criminal laws, or b) the courts are grievously deviating from the standard of proof that they are supposed to be applying, or both. While a) or b) is possible, it should be obvious that a much more likely explanation of the high conviction rate is that prosecutors are choosing to try only cases that they feel they are likely to win.


\textsuperscript{155} See Kent & Pendergrass, supra note 10, at 13; Schuck & Elliott, supra note 10, at 1007–06.
A. The 3R Model

Eric Rasmusen, Manu Raghav, and Mark Ramseyer have recently elaborated a quantitative model of the exercise of prosecutorial discretion, which I shall call the “3R” model in recognition of their shared last initial.\textsuperscript{156} In the 3R model, a prosecutor is faced with an inventory of potential cases to prosecute, which she ranks in order of her assessment of the strength of the evidence to support a conviction.\textsuperscript{157} Given this ranking, a prosecutor with a fixed budget has two choices to make. First she must choose how far down the rank list she wishes to go in prosecuting cases. She is assumed to establish a cutoff below which she deems cases to be too weak to be worth prosecuting, given her finite resources.\textsuperscript{158} Second, she must choose how to distribute her budget among those cases she does prosecute.\textsuperscript{159} The model assumes that there is a certain minimum fixed cost to bringing any case and that the discretionary amount beyond the fixed cost that the prosecutor will allocate to each case is a function of the strength of the case.\textsuperscript{160} This function is constrained by the requirement that the total expenditure on all cases above the cutoff not exceed the prosecutor’s budget.\textsuperscript{161} The model further assumes that, for each case, the probability of the prosecutor achieving a conviction is the strength of the case times a factor P, which in turn depends on the amount of discretionary resources—E, for effort—invested in the case.\textsuperscript{162} P is presumed to be zero when E is zero; i.e., simply filing a case and investing no effort whatsoever in it will not yield a conviction. P increases with E but with decreasing slope, i.e., each extra dollar spent on a case yields some increase in the likelihood of a conviction, but with diminishing return.\textsuperscript{163} Finally, P is presumed to be less than one, that is, no amount of prosecutorial effort can yield a likelihood of conviction greater than the underlying strength of the evidence.\textsuperscript{164}

The three Rs considered the effect of the prosecutor’s budget on the conviction rate and showed that an increase in the budget can either increase or decrease the conviction rate, depending on how the increase is allocated.\textsuperscript{165} The conviction rate will increase if most of the new money is allocated to increase the level of effort expended on cases that would have been brought even without the increase.\textsuperscript{166} On the other hand, if the increase is used to reach deeper into the barrel of potential defendants and prosecute
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cases previously considered too weak to pursue—i.e., to lower the cutoff, then the increased budget could result in a decrease in the conviction rate.\(^{167}\)

How an increase in budget will be allocated depends on the prosecutor's objectives. In their first iteration of the model, the three Rs assume that a conscientious, apolitical prosecutor will attribute a value to each successful prosecution that is an increasing function of the sentence imposed, which is in turn an increasing function of the resources expended, and that she will seek to maximize the sum of the values of all successful prosecutions.\(^{168}\) They consider an alternative version in which the prosecutor also seeks to maintain a high conviction rate—by avoiding hard cases—in order to please voters or superiors, or seeks to otherwise dedicate available resources to promoting goals other than conviction of criminals.\(^{169}\)

How can one quantitatively characterize the objectives of an environmental organization choosing which administrative agency decisions to challenge in court? At first glance, it would seem to be an extraordinarily daunting task. The goals of such organizations are likely to be diverse and often nonmonetary, including protection of human health, preservation of natural landscapes, maintenance of populations of wildlife, mitigation of global warming, or protection and enhancement of opportunities for outdoor recreation.\(^{170}\) Further complicating the picture is that a judicial victory or loss for such an organization may have greater symbolic, precedential, or fundraising impact than its direct impact on the organization's environmental objectives.\(^{171}\)

I suggest, however, that, at least for the purpose of an initial stab at modeling the litigation decisions of an environmental organization, it is worth considering a very simple assumption, namely that such an organization will attempt to maximize the number of cases that it wins.\(^{172}\) Though crude, this assumption is not completely divorced from reality. Every court victory, regardless of the scope or the nature of the issues involved, brings benefits to a nonprofit organization in the business of
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litigation. Each victory enhances the organization’s reputation, raises its public profile, and provides concrete, tangible evidence of the organization’s effectiveness that can be reported to members, donors, and potential donors. Within the organization, each victory gives attorneys a favorable result to report to their colleagues and superiors. Each victory also presents an opportunity to apply for an award of attorney fees from the government, which are available to a prevailing party under the federal Equal Access to Justice Act as well as several more specific attorney fees provisions in such statutes as the Endangered Species Act.

The assumption of win maximization would make an environmental organization’s objectives different not only from a private individual or corporation seeking to optimize its economic position but also from those of a prosecutor who seeks to advance his career by maximizing his conviction rate, or percentage of successful prosecutions. The three Rs presented anecdotal evidence that prosecutors publicize their conviction rates and argued that an unsophisticated public may fail to realize that prosecuting only the easier cases and avoiding the harder ones can achieve a high conviction rate. However, based on my personal observation and experience as an environmental lawyer, I do not believe that an attorney employed by an advocacy organization would please his superiors, nor would the organization please its members and donors, by maintaining a small docket with a high success rate. Each win is an opportunity for the organization to demonstrate its importance and effectiveness; the percentage of wins is of little consequence. A case brought but lost is a detriment to the organization because of the resources that it uses up, but not because it dilutes the organization’s batting average.

Despite these arguments in defense of the win maximization assumption, it is clearly a crude gloss on the multiple strategic, political, economic, and even personal factors that go into an environmental organization’s choices of which cases to litigate. Nonetheless, the predictions that flow from such an assumption are worth considering in that they can shed light on how and why an environmental organization’s success rate may differ from that of an economically driven private litigant or a prosecutor. In the real world, where such an organization’s motives are almost certainly mixed, the organization’s success rate will likely fall somewhere between that predicted by such an assumption and that predicted by the purely economic or prosecutorial models.

176 Rasmussen et al., supra note 17, at 47, 55.
V. PLAINTIFFS’ SELECTION IN WILDERNESS LITIGATION

Each year, the four federal agencies managing units of the National Wilderness Preservation System—the National Park Service, the U.S. Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management, and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service—issue scores of formal decisions concerning management of the wilderness areas under their jurisdiction. In addition to these formal decisions, they also take countless other informal steps that could potentially be construed as agency action subject to judicial review under the Administrative Procedure Act. Yet of these numerous agency actions, only ninety-four, or an average of less than three per year since the creation of the system, were challenged in lawsuits that led to judicial decisions reported in Professor Appel’s study. Clearly, litigation over wilderness management is highly selective.

Professor Appel classified each principal case in his study as seeking either more protection—and therefore fewer uses or greater restrictions on uses, or less protection—and therefore more uses or less restrictions on uses—of wilderness areas. This classification was based on the substance of the claim or defense asserted against the federal government in each case. Professor Appel did not categorize the cases according to the types of entities opposing the federal government.

Examination of the cases, however, reveals that the types of entities involved in the two types of suits were distinctly different. Of the fifty suits seeking more protection, forty-five (90%) were brought by nonprofit, public interest organizations created wholly or partially for the purpose of protecting the environment or natural resources. Of the remaining five lawsuits seeking “more protection” for wilderness areas, just three (6%) were brought by private individuals and two (4%) were brought by Native American governments.

Repeat players were common among the litigants seeking greater protection of wilderness areas. The Sierra Club, Wilderness Society, and
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Wilderness Watch were each lead plaintiff in six lawsuits; the Izaak Walton League of America was lead plaintiff in three. Together, these four national organizations accounted for 40% of the “more protection” cases. Two regional organizations, the High Sierra Hikers Association and Friends of the Boundary Waters Wilderness were lead plaintiffs in five and four cases, respectively. Altogether, these six organizations were plaintiffs in over half of the “more protection” cases.

In contrast, only seven out of forty-four, or about 16%, of the “less protection” cases pitted nonprofit associations against the government, while nearly half of these cases, twenty-one, were brought by private individuals. Another eleven of the “less protection” cases involved for-profit business corporations, so that altogether nearly three quarters of these cases—thirty-two of forty-four—involved what could be characterized as essentially private interests. The remaining five “less protection” cases were brought by state or local governments.

In contrast to the repeat players involved in the majority of the “more protection” cases, repeat players were rare in the “less protection” cases. Only two individuals, and no nonprofit organizations, corporations, or governmental entities, were named parties in more than one case. Moreover, although each of these two individuals was involved in more than one case, each was a private landowner concerned only with the effects of federal wilderness management on his or her use and enjoyment of his or her own property. Kathy Stupak-Thrall was involved in three separate actions against restrictions on her use of Crooked Lake in Michigan’s Sylvania Wilderness Area, where she owned lakefront property; Ned Fixel twice sought compensation—one through a takings claim and once through a tort claim—for his inability to work his mining claims on a creek tributary to Idaho’s Wild and Scenic Salmon River.

Furthermore, while all of the “more protection” cases were attempts to alter, in one way or another, the management of wilderness areas or potential wilderness areas, fourteen of forty-four, or almost one third, of the “less protection” cases were not, on their face, about land management. Six were claims for monetary compensation under the Federal Tort Claims Act.
Act,\(^{199}\) four were claims for monetary compensation for alleged takings of private property,\(^{200}\) four were criminal prosecutions.\(^{201}\)

The stark difference in the nature of the litigants and their claims between the “more protection” and the “less protection” cases suggests an equally stark difference in the selection processes that caused these, rather than other, cases to end up in court. The national and regional conservation organizations that brought the vast majority of the “more protection” cases are concerned with the management of many, if not all, of the nation’s 794 designated wilderness areas as well as large additional areas of public land that they would like to see designated as wilderness.\(^{202}\) For example, The Wilderness Society is a national organization with over 500,000 members and ten regional offices, spanning the United States from Maine to California and Georgia to Alaska.\(^{203}\) It advocates for designation and protection of wilderness areas in all areas of the country. The management of most, if not all, of the nation’s 758 designated wilderness areas, spanning over 100 million acres, is therefore of concern to The Wilderness Society.\(^{204}\) Even the smaller Friends of the Boundary Waters Wilderness is concerned with numerous issues including logging, mining, invasive species, and air pollution on over one million acres of the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness as well as roads and development on tens of thousands of acres of surrounding lands.\(^{205}\) For these organizations, the fifty reported court decisions in which they challenged the government’s management of wilderness areas and potential wilderness areas are just the tip of the iceberg of the government decisions with which they are concerned.\(^{206}\) If each wilderness area were the subject of just one management decision per year for the last thirty years, these fifty cases would represent less than one quarter of one percent of all such decisions. Even allowing for several lawsuits filed for each reported decision, it is still clear that these organizations take to court only a small fraction of the government decisions that concern them. If they select to litigate only the cases in which they stand a relatively high chance of success, then such selection can be expected to yield a high success rate.

On the other hand, the private individuals and businesses who opposed the government in over 70% of the forty-four “less protection” cases were
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generally not in a position to pick and choose their battles among all of the
government decisions affecting hundreds of wilderness areas and tens of
millions of acres across the country. Typically, these private parties were
each concerned with the much smaller universe of decisions affecting their
own land or business. Four of them did not choose to litigate at all; they
were defendants in criminal prosecutions brought by the government.
Another six were plaintiffs in tort actions claiming physical or economic
injuries as a result of the government’s management of a particular
wilderness area. Most of the rest were owners of land or proprietors of
businesses in or near a particular wilderness area challenging a management
decision that adversely affected the use of their land or the profitability of
their business. These plaintiffs, unlike the organizational plaintiffs in the
“more protection” cases, did not have the ability to pick and choose, based
on likelihood of success, which among hundreds or thousands of wilderness
management decisions to challenge. Kathy Stupak-Thrall owned property
on one lake in one wilderness area; Ned Fixel had a mining claim in one
wilderness area; the Kerr-McGee Corporation held prospecting permits
and had allegedly discovered valuable phosphate deposits in one wilderness
area in Florida. These plaintiffs generally had no reason and no standing to
challenge the management of any other wilderness area or even any other
locale within the same wilderness area.

This is not to say that these parties (other than the criminal defendants)
did not have a choice whether to litigate. Like plaintiffs in tort or contract
actions, they had the choice between suing and walking away. Further, once
having sued, they may have been offered, and declined, opportunities to
settle their cases in lieu of litigating to final judgment. But they generally did
not have the option of pursuing another case, in another wilderness area,
where they had no property or business, simply because it offered a better
chance of success.

Like the “more protection” cases, the “less protection” cases in
Professor Appel’s sample are likely the small tip of a large iceberg. It is fair
to assume that there are many more than forty-four individuals and
businesses who are somehow aggrieved by the limitations that the
Wilderness Act imposes on uses of public lands adjacent to their property or
on which they conduct business. But, in the “less protection” cases we do
not have a few organizations able to choose the strongest cases among the
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universe of potential cases. Instead, we have myriad individuals and businesses, each choosing whether or not to pursue his own case.\textsuperscript{217} Doubtless, the perceived likelihood of success is one factor affecting that choice, but there are many other factors unrelated to the strength of the case. These include:

— the magnitude of the plaintiff’s interest. All other things being equal, a landowner or businessperson who suffers a major economic hit as a result of wilderness designation or management is more likely to sue than one who merely suffers a minor inconvenience. However, the magnitude of the grievance does not necessarily correlate with the strength of the legal case.

— the resources of the potential plaintiff. For example, a landowner who finds access to her property inhibited by an adjacent wilderness area will be more likely to sue if she has sufficient funds to hire an attorney or sufficient spare time to devote to the endeavor. But there is no reason to believe that the leisure class has stronger legal claims than do their working class counterparts.

— the litigiousness of the potential plaintiff. Some like to sue; some do not. But there is no reason to believe that the litigation-prone have stronger cases than their more reticent brethren.

In short, the “more protection” and the “less protection” cases studied by Professor Appel are both highly selective samples of much larger universes of potential cases. But the selection processes are markedly different. The former group is, for the most part, selected by organizations that have many potential claims and can be expected to litigate the stronger ones and walk away from the weaker ones.\textsuperscript{218} The latter group is the result of many separate decisions by numerous individuals and businesses, each deciding, for its own reasons—many of which are unrelated to the strength of the case—whether or not to pursue its claim.\textsuperscript{219} It is therefore no surprise that the plaintiffs in the former group enjoy a much higher winning percentage in the courtroom than do those in the latter group.

VI. WHICH MODEL?

The qualitative discussion in the preceding Part suggests that a single model cannot explain the differing success rates of the “more protection” and “less protection” litigants opposing the federal government in wilderness-related litigation.\textsuperscript{220} Because the two groups of litigants are different types of entities, pursuing different objectives, and faced with different options, different models are needed to understand their choices and explain their success rates.

\textsuperscript{217} Appel App., supra note 184.
\textsuperscript{218} Id.
\textsuperscript{219} Id.
\textsuperscript{220} See supra Part V.
A. “More Protection” Cases: Modified Priest-Klein or Criminal Model

Since the overwhelming majority of the “more protection” cases are brought by public-interest environmental organizations, the modified form of the Priest-Klein model suggested in Part II.B above, which was developed specifically to model public-interest challenges to administrative agency decisions, would seem appropriate.\textsuperscript{221} Recall that, in this model, a public interest organization will sue to overturn an agency decision only if:

\[
P > \frac{(C + O)}{(D_p - D)}
\]

where P is the organization’s estimate of the likelihood of success in the litigation, C is the out-of-pocket cost of the lawsuit, O is the marginal opportunity cost of litigation or other activities foregone as a result of the choice to invest resources in this litigation, and (\(D_p - D\)) is the incremental benefit to the organization of a successful lawsuit.

As noted in Part II.B, this is a crude model, and the key parameters O, \(D_p\), and D are dependent on a complex and difficult to quantify galaxy of the organizations’ values, objectives, and incentives.\textsuperscript{222} It would therefore be unrealistic to attempt to use this model to precisely match the 52% success rate that such organizations achieved in the wilderness cases studied by Professor Appel.\textsuperscript{223} Nonetheless, the model can provide some understanding of why the success rate is so high.

The marginal opportunity cost, O, can be seen as the foregone value to the organization of the next best case that the organization could bring if it does not invest in this case instead. In other words, it is the value of the case that is “next in line” in the organization’s “wish list” of cases it would have liked to bring.\textsuperscript{224} In the limit where that wish list is very long, and the organization’s resources are very limited, the lawsuits actually brought will represent just the very top of the wish list, and therefore many valuable wishes will go unfulfilled—i.e., many meritorious and valuable, to the organization, lawsuits will not be brought. In that limit, O, the unrealized value to the organization of the best lawsuit foregone, may be much greater than the out-of-pocket cost, C, of any of the organization’s actual lawsuits, and may be nearly equal to—\(D_p - D\), the benefit to the organization of the lawsuit in question. In that situation, the value of P in the above equation would approach one—i.e., the organization would only bring lawsuits that it thinks it is virtually certain to win. Thus, a success rate approaching 100% could be possible.

Of course, no organization can perfectly estimate its likelihood of success in any given lawsuit, and it is fair to assume that many environmental litigants have lost cases that they were sure they would win. Furthermore, although it is true that the number of lawsuits brought by
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wilderness advocates is substantially smaller than the number of wilderness management decisions potentially subject to litigation, the limit of an infinitely long unfulfilled wish list assumed in the discussion above is not realistic. Nonetheless, given the possibility of a near 100% success rate in the extreme scenario, the actual success rate of just over 50% in Professor Appel’s “more protection” cases is not surprising. And the model shows that such a success rate, or an even higher one, can be the result of the limited resources and the strategic choices of wilderness advocates, revealing little or nothing about the tendency of federal wilderness management agencies to follow, or not to follow, the law or about the tendency of federal judges to defer, or not to defer, to the agencies.

The criminal prosecution model, discussed above in Part IV, also suggests that the 52% success rate achieved by environmental organizations is not at all extraordinary. As noted in that Part, criminal prosecutors in the United States routinely achieve conviction rates in excess of 80% despite the presumption of innocence and the strict beyond a reasonable doubt standard of proof that judges and juries are supposed to apply in criminal cases. The 3R model suggests that prosecutors’ choices, and the resultant conviction rates, depend on the prosecutors’ resources and their objectives. Limited resources, combined with objectives that include a high conviction rate—as opposed to a high number of convictions—can cause a prosecutor to forego all but the strongest cases, resulting in a high conviction rate. In Japan, where very limited prosecutorial resources force prosecutors to forgo all but the strongest cases, the conviction rate exceeds 95%.

As previously discussed, the prosecutorial model applies imperfectly to environmental organizations’ choices about which administrative agency decisions to challenge and which to let stand. These organizations are likely to be more interested in maximizing their total number of court victories than in maintaining a high percentage of successes. Moreover, even the most cynical observer could likely agree that the number of final, reviewable agency actions that are blatantly unlawful is far less than the number of crimes committed across the United States each year, so that environmental organizations are working in a much less target-rich environment than are criminal prosecutors. For these reasons, they should
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not be expected to match the 80–90% success rate achieved in criminal prosecutions. However, given the advantage that they share with prosecutors, namely, the opportunity to select from many potential cases a substantially smaller number to pursue, the 52% rate that they have achieved in wilderness related cases is not surprising, and Professor Appel’s suggestion that it is evidence of judicial bias is unconvincing.\textsuperscript{235}

B. "Less Protection" Cases: Random Selection?

While the application of the Priest-Klein and prosecutorial models to environmental organizations’ litigation choices is problematic, the application of these models to Professor Appel’s “less protection” cases is even more fraught with difficulty. As noted in Part II.C, these cases are of several very different types, including not only suits for judicial review of administrative agencies’ decisions but also tort and takings claims and even criminal prosecutions.\textsuperscript{236}

For the criminal prosecutions, of course, the criminal prosecutorial model applies, but it applies in the opposite way than it does to the “more protection” cases. That is, in the criminal prosecutions for violations of the Wilderness Act, the anti-government litigant seeking “less protection” of wilderness areas is the defendant, and the ability to selectively prosecute only the strongest cases lies with the government. It is therefore entirely expected that, among these cases, the government win the vast majority.

In the rest of the “less protection” cases—tort and takings claims and suits for judicial review of agency decisions—the anti-government litigator does make the choice of whether or not to sue. However, we saw in Part V that the typical plaintiffs in these cases have little or no opportunity to pick the strongest cases out of a multitude of potential lawsuits.\textsuperscript{237} Therefore, the prosecutorial model would not apply to these cases.

One could, however, apply the modified Priest-Klein model that was applied above to the “more protection” cases.\textsuperscript{238} To reiterate, in this model:

\[
P > \frac{(C + O)}{(D_p - D)},
\]

where P is the plaintiff’s estimate of the likelihood of success in the litigation, C is the out-of-pocket cost of the lawsuit, O is the marginal opportunity cost of litigation or other activities foregone as a result of the
choice to invest resources in this litigation, and \((D_p - D)\) is the incremental benefit to the plaintiff of a successful lawsuit.\(^{239}\) If the plaintiff has few or no alternative opportunities to litigate, \(O\) may be small compared to \(C\) and to \((D_p - D)\), in which case the plaintiff will sue whenever her estimate of the likelihood of success is greater than the ratio of the out-of-pocket cost to the perceived benefit of a successful suit. If the out-of-pocket cost is sometimes small, and the importance of the issues to some plaintiffs are large, then one could expect, in sharp contrast to the “more protection” cases, to see some “less protection” lawsuits filed even where plaintiffs believe the likelihood of success is small. Add to this effect the possibility that the actual likelihood of success may be substantially less than a plaintiff believes it to be, and once again one is not surprised to see a relatively low rate of success in the “less protection” cases.

As with the “more protection” cases, it may be informative to consider an extreme scenario to compare with the observable data. In Part V, I argued that, in the “less protection” cases, plaintiffs’ selection of which suits to bring are likely to be significantly influenced by several factors unrelated to the likelihood of success.\(^{240}\) In the limit where the selection is entirely driven by such factors, the cases brought would be, from the standpoint of success rate, tantamount to a random sample. That is, if plaintiffs were selecting cases entirely according to factors unrelated to the likelihood of success, then their success rate would be the same as if they were challenging a random sample of agency decisions. In that scenario, the success rate might simply reflect the tendency of agencies to follow the law and the tendency of judges to defer to the agencies. If both of those tendencies were very high, as they would be in an ideal world, then one would expect challenges to a random sample of agency decisions to have a very low success rate, perhaps even substantially lower than the 14% that litigants in the “less protection” cases have achieved.\(^{241}\) Thus, the observed 14% success rate could be seen as the result of a modest degree of selectivity based on likelihood of success, which selectivity is enhancing a success rate that would otherwise be even lower.
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